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Abstract: Evidence based medicine (EBM) becomes ever more important for the legal 

situation of homeopathy. This poses insofar a problem as many influential proponents 

of EBM consider homeopathy to be a mere placebo therapy. The difficulty of 

homeopathy with EBM is that the statistical method is not very reliable, especially 

when it comes to regulative therapies. This first article investigates the limitations and 

shortcomings of EBM in general. 

 

The so-called evidence-based medicine (EBM) has become the ‘gold standard’ in 

medicine. This term refers to a medicine relying totally on prospective, randomised, 

double-blind, placebo-controlled trails. Passionate proponents of this method demand 

that “physicians who violate its precepts should ultimately face license suspension” 

(1). They intend a situation where a physician should be, at best, “remote-controlled 

by epidemiologists, statisticians, state and health insurances” (2). Although most 

decision makers are not that strict, the importance of statistical evidence became 

overwhelming. 

These circumstances are somehow tenuous as homeopathy does not perform too well 

in the frame of evidence-based medicine. At least in the selective view of some 

proponents of EBM. Thus, homeopathy is forced onto the defensive. A recent point of 

culmination in this development has been the report on homeopathy by The Science 

and Technology Committee of the House of Commons (3). But this seems to be more 

a political than a scientific affair, as EBM has so many shortcomings and limitations 

that a lot of the usual conclusions are just not tenable. Unfortunately, these limitations 

are little known and even less accepted.  

 

The one who heals, is not necessarily wrong 

Often patients come to a homeopath with a plastic bag full of drugs – all EBM 

proven. But they are ill, despite taking all these drugs for years. Rather frequently the 

same patients are healthy after a year or two of homeopathic treatment without taking 

any medicine anymore. It is true, this does not constitute a proof that homeopathy is 

effective. But it constitutes a proof that there is a severe problem with the evidence of 



evidence-based medicine. Moreover, to conclude that homeopathy is ineffective is 

neither compulsive.  

 

Relevance for the Individual 

Randomised trials are very useful. Already 1862 it had been shown in comparative 

studies that blood-letting is no effective therapy in pneumonia (4). Likewise, many 

other therapies could be identified as useless or harmful. For example, the CRASH 

study showed that the administration of corticosteroids after head injury (which had 

been the standard therapy then) lead to a worse prognosis (5).  

But not always are things that easy. For example, randomised trials show that in acute 

otitis media the administration of antibiotics does not lead to a better effect than the 

administration of a placebo. However, it leads to more relapses (6; 7). As a 

consequence, the official recommendation has changed. It says that in otitis media one 

should wait at least 48 hours before starting an antibiotic treatment. Until then only an 

analgesic/antipyretic treatment is recommended. Although this is not a bad 

recommendation it demonstrates, in a nutshell, one of the many problems EBM has. 

There is no evidence for the effectiveness of an antipyretic therapy, in the first place. 

Instead there are there are indications for its negative impact (8). Moreover, the 

question arises why one should start an antibiotic therapy after 48 hours. From an 

empirical point of view, it is obvious. A bacterial otitis might take a bad course 

(mastoiditis, meningitis) when the immune system is not able to cope with the 

situation. In such a case it is advisable to treat with antibiotics if other methods are not 

available or ineffective. However, according to EBM the antibiotic therapy is 

‘ineffective’. Of course, this ineffectiveness is only statistical and not real. Antibiotics 

are only ineffective when all eggs are put into one basket, when the disease is 

randomised according to one criterion only (otitis media). The problem is that it is 

unpredictable which children with which symptoms will profit from an antibiotic 

therapy. If one tries to randomise according to more refined symptoms the resulting 

groups become too small to provide statistically reliable results (7).1 

                                                 
1 A newer study declines the strategy of „watchful waiting“ showing that an antibiotic therapy is more 

effective than a placebo therapy when strict criteria for otitis are used as middle-ear fluid, inflammatory 

signs in the tympanic membrane and fever, ear pain, or respiratory symptoms (65). However , the study  

does not take any side effects into account, like allergies, relapses, long term consequences for the gut 

flora, or the development of resistance. 



Renowned critics of EBM have formulated this situation as follows: “Large numbers 

show a statistically exact result. But nobody knows for whom it is the case. Small 

numbers show a statistically unsuitable result, but we know whom it concerns. 

Difficult to say which kind of ignorance is more useless” (9). This is no new 

discovery. Nearly identical had been the argument of Bernard already at the beginning 

of scientific medicine in 1865.2 

The following examples may exemplify this condition (10): 

- the ALLHAT study on hypertension determines the most effective drug but 

gives no help in finding the adequate preparation for a certain patient,  

- the MADIT study makes clear statements for Caucasian males between 55 and 

75 with coronary heart disease, complex ventricular arrhythmia and implanted 

defibrillator. But how many of these patients are we in charge of? 

Another aspect of the same problem shall be demonstrated with a study which 

investigated the effects of the firmness of a mattress on the clinical course of low back 

pain, which is of major concern of people with low back pain. A randomised, double-

blind trial found that patients with medium-firm mattresses had better outcomes for 

pain and disability than with firm mattresses (11). Should everybody be advised to 

sleep on a medium-firm mattress as it is better for the collective? Or should the 

reaction of the patient be decisive, as up to 10 % in the group with a medium-firm 

mattress had more pain? But if we rely on the reaction of the patient all of a sudden all 

these ‘unspecific factors’ play a role which are called placebo effect, for example the 

belief of the patient and the physician.  

Randomised trials are unable to predict who will benefit from a therapy and who not. 

They are of restricted relevance for the individual. The so-called NNT (number 

needed to treat) specifies how many patients must be treated in order that one patient 

benefits. NNTs under 5 are unusual, whereas NNTs over 20 are common (12). 

The ‘tailored medicine’, so much talked of lately, cannot be based on statistics. It has 

to be based on individual observations and on a concept of an individual diagnosis. 

                                                 
2 “It is said that coincidence may play so large a part in causes of statistical errors, that we should base 

conclusions only on large numbers. But physicians have nothing to do with what is called the law of 

large numbers, a law which, according to a great mathematician’s expression, is always true in general 

and false in particular” (4) S. 138. 

 

 



However, such a concept does not exist in orthodox medicine and even less in 

evidence-based medicine which ‘levels’ all individual reactions 

 

Helps Short Term, Harms Long Term 

A further limitation of evidence-based medicine is the duration of the studies. Let us 

have a look at the following example: In a randomised study on epicondylitis three 

groups had been made. The patients in the first group received an injection with 

corticosteroids. The patients in the second group made physiotherapy. The patients in 

the third group received no therapy at all. As expected, after one month the patients in 

the corticosteroid group performed best, whereas only minor changes could be 

observed in the other groups. After a year, however, the corticosteroid group had the 

worst outcome, worse than doing nothing (13). As the result had been too surprising it 

had been repeated by another group with the same outcome (14). 

If the principle ‘helps short term – harms long term’ is more prevalent, then the 

evidence of studies of short duration (that is, nearly all) would be an instruction to 

harm patients. 

There are several theoretical and practical considerations suggesting the validity of 

this principle. Here some deliberate examples confirming this view: 

1) Baby walkers bring babies earlier in an upright position, but they learn later to 

walk and stand alone (15). 

2) Babies treated with antibiotics during the first 6 months of their live have a 

higher probability to develop allergies or asthma (16). 

3) Preterm babies fed with a nutrient-enriched diet had a higher insulin resistance 

in adolescence as in babies fed with lower-nutrition diet such as banked breast 

milk or a standard formula (17;18). That is, feeding babies up quickly is not as 

healthy as a slow development, although reference values are not reached as 

soon.  

4) Breast-fed children show a higher levels TC and LDL values. After 

adolescence however, the concentrations are lower than in children not breast-

fed (19). 

The duration of the last studies exceeds the time frame of most studies on which our 

knowledge is (evidence) based. That is, if we observe the impact of a therapy over a 

longer period of time (and there is no reason not to do so), then a seemingly positive 

effect might become negative. The recent history of drug therapy has a lot of 



examples where large and long studies gave rise to surprises turning away from 

widespread treatments which were introduced on the basis of small studies. 

Example osteoporosis 

 In the 80ies sodium fluoride, which enhances obsteoblast activity, had been the 

standard therapy for osteoporosis. Nearly every week a new (mostly industry 

sponsored) study appeared supporting the impressing effectiveness of this therapy. It 

took several years until a long-standing study demonstrated that, indeed, sodium 

fluoride raises bone density but makes it more brittle (20). 

Example hormone replacement therapy 

Most famous became the hormone replacement therapy (HRT). The WHI study 

investigated the health development of more than 16.000 women over a period of 5 

years. Then the study was stopped as it found a higher risk in the therapy arm. It 

showed a higher incidence of breast cancers, strokes and thrombosis through 

oestrogen and progesterone in postmenopausal women (21). HRT was also correlated 

with a higher incidence of newly diagnosed asthma (22). Similar risks had also been 

found for a monotherapy with oestrogen (23). After the publication of the WHI study 

there was a sharp drop in the use of HRT resulting in an impressive decline of breast 

cancer (24).  

One might regard this as a proof for the effectiveness of EBM. But this is only partly 

true. Until the publication of the WHI study there had been a flood of positive 

publications about HRT. Even shortly before the first results of the WHI had been 

published an editorial of the New England Journal of Medicine wrote downright 

euphorically: “The development of oral contraceptives stands as a major advance in 

women's health in the past century” (25). This shows that there is no guarantee for the 

effectiveness and/or safety of a therapy even after hundreds of positive studies and 

reports published in leading medical journals.  

Example Rofecoxib 

Another outstanding event was the spectacular case of Rofecoxib (Vioxx), which led 

to the largest prescription-drug withdrawal in history. The approval for Rofecoxib had 

been given on the basis of positive studies with a duration of 3-6 months. Then it had 

been aggressively marketed. After more than 80 million patients had taken this 

medicine, the company withdrew the drug because of an excess risk of myocardial 

infarctions and strokes (26; 27). Selected short studies combined with an aggressive 

marketing led to the wrong impression of effectiveness.  



Example diabetes mellitus 2 

A little different is the case with diabetes mellitus 2. Based on short studies and 

common logic a tight control of blood sugar was the aim of the drug therapy. Longer 

studies showed, however, that this strategy was accompanied with more deaths (28). 

This fact is not so easy to understand. It leads to a rather mysterious topic for 

orthodox medicine, the issue of robustness. 

 

Robustness and Rigidity 

Robustness is a term mainly used in traditional naturopathy. In modern psychotherapy 

‘resilience’ is preferred, although the two terms mean about the same. 

It denotes the ability to remain healthy or survive under difficult circumstances. The 

classical question was why certain prisoners of concentration camps became later 

balanced or joyful whereas others became depressed and suicidal for the rest of their 

life. Why do some children of broken families become criminal and/or drug addicted 

and others not? Why is the death of a partner or a divorce for some people destructive 

and not for others? The investigation of these factors is currently a ‘hot topic’ in 

psychotherapy.  

In general medicine the improvement of the resistance to disease is rarely debated. 

This shall be demonstrated with an actual example. After the Spanish flu 1918/1919, 

Bleuler maintained that the handling of the pandemic had been a shame for the 

medical fraternity. In his opinion, the occasion had been missed to understand what 

makes patients robust enough to withstand the impacts of a flu and similar diseases. 

He referred to his hospital where he had no deaths whereas similar institutions had a 

lot of fatalities. He attributed this to the fact that he never heated the floors in his 

hospital and also kept the ward rooms on a quite low temperature (29). 

Such means, any means to enhance the robustness of the patients are practically 

unknown. No related model exists. The only exception are vaccinations. May be this 

is why it is so highly appraised. A search in pubmed under the key words  ‘H1N1’ and 

‘recommendations’ (15.12.09) produced only results for vaccination and drugs as 

Neuraminidase, although their effectiveness had been doubtful from the very 

beginning (30). Other recommendations to improve the immune reaction were not 

referred to. The key words ‘H1N1’ and ‘diet’ lead to an older article advising energy 

restriction on the basis of animal experiments (31). ‚H1N1’ and ‚resilience’ gave no 



result and in articles with the key words ‚H1N1’ and ‚robustness’ the only concern 

was the robustness of the data. It seems that nothing has changed since Bleuler’s time.  

 

Example beta blockers 

Beta blockers show a lot of positive effects in a multitude of diseases, from 

hypertension to glaucoma. But they partly restrict the free regulation of the person. In 

homeopathy this effect is called suppression. People treated with beta blockers show, 

for example, a reduced heat regulation. That is, the drug increases rigidity, such that 

the ability to adapt to heat is decreased and heat stroke becomes more probable (32). 

Already one heat wave might undo all the survival benefits of beta-blockers found in 

studies of hypertension and other diseases. In 2003, during a heat wave in France, 

about 15.000 people died in two weeks. It had been no ‘harvesting effect’ but an 

excess mortality (33). How many had been victims of a drug induced rigidity? No 

data exist to answer this question. What can be said for sure is that studies under 

normal conditions or even under hospital conditions are unable to inform us about the 

effectiveness of a therapy in general. Something might be highly effective in an 

environment with few stimuli. But it might turn out fatal under demanding conditions.  

Example spironolactone 

The Randomised Aldactone Evaluation Study (RALES) demonstrated that 

spironolactone significantly improves outcomes in patients with severe heart failure. 

The publication of RALES was associated with abrupt increases in the rate of 

prescriptions for spironolactone. This had no beneficial effect but lead to an increased 

hyperkaliaemia-associated morbidity and mortality (34). The authors of the control 

study and of the related editorial (35) assumed that physicians had made mistakes (not 

observing risk factors properly, not controlling potassium levels often enough, etc). 

This might be true. But the fatal development might have been also due to other 

factors. One could have been an increased rigidity through the therapy making the 

patients more vulnerable under the changing conditions of everyday life 

The evidence of studies is substantially reduced when factors changing the robustness 

of a patient are not sufficiently considered. The whole situation is insidious. A therapy 

increasing the robustness of a patient, as for example hydrotherapy, might show only 

a little effect under stable conditions whereas a drug treatment forcing a patient into 

rigidity might perform highly effective. Nonetheless, the increase of robustness 

provides more benefit in everyday life.  



 

The Human Factor 

To err is human. Therefore publications are full of errors. An analysis of articles of 

Nature and the British Medical Journal showed that a third of all articles exhibited 

mistakes changing the significance in 12% of the cases (36). As these are high 

standard journals, where even statisticians control the statistics (37), it can be 

expected that the percentage of mistakes is much higher in other journals. Although 

this percentage is already quite problematic, erring is not the main ‘human problem’ 

of EBM. 

To cheat is also human. Although cheating can be found in many species, the extend 

of fraud in the scientific realm exceeds everything found in the animal. Nature 

estimates that a third of all scientific articles are fiddled (38). Other estimates – based 

on the assessment of colleagues – assume an even higher percentage (39). Sometimes 

studies are just invented (40; 41). Besides, there are a lot of tricks to improve statistics 

without really cheating (42).  

A further major problem in addition to cheating/fiddling is the tendency – mainly of 

the pharmaceutical industry – to conceal negative results. Both, with HRT (43; 44) 

and with Rofecoxib (Vioxx) (45) there had been negative studies suppressed by the 

industry. Even when the first results of the WHI had been published positive trials 

still appeared under the name of well-known authors, written by ghost writers paid by 

the drug companies (46).3 Although the companies assures that their data had been 

correct, it is obvious that such articles do not contain any undesirable material. 

Negative trials are rarely published (47). Sometimes the companies even exert 

pressure on scientists to avoid the publication of such unwanted material (48; 49). 

Everybody is free to imagine the extension of the iceberg under such tips. The former 

editor of the British Medical Journals called medical journals an “extension of the 

marketing arm of pharmaceutical companies” (50).  

To counter such developments several medical journals created an international 

committee registering all conducted clinical trails in advance (51) The intention is 

good. But still after 5 years it does not really work (52).  

The pharmaceutical industry bribes doctors (53). It influences the common perception 

on all levels. On conferences no speakers are admitted without the approval of the 

                                                 
3 Ghostwriting seems to be common practice in medicine. Articles written by the pharmaceutical 

companies are published under the name of well-known scientists (66;67).  



sponsoring drug companies. “Lectures are given on the same topic by the same 

speakers all over the world for years, and the free debate and exchange of contrasting 

opinions is, de facto, banned” (54). 

This is the material out of which evidence-based medicine establishes knowledge, 

especially its meta-analyses, considered to provide the highest degree of evidence. 

 

Evidence Biased Medicine  

The next difficulty is how statistical data are evaluated. It would be a mistake to 

believe that statistics prove anything. Statistics provide correlations. Meaning is 

created by interpreting these correlations. This leads to the delicate philosophical 

issue of causality where a relation between observation A and observation B is 

assumed. Nevertheless, a causal relationship is always a theory of an observer. The 

classical example of statistics is the decline of storks correlating with the decline of 

births. If, and only if we assume that storks bring the babies, we might also assume a 

causal relationship. Otherwise we will regard it as an accidental finding. More vivid is 

the example of the Caerphilly study (55). It showed that men that shaved less than 

once a day had an increased incidence of stroke (70%) and generally a higher 

mortality (30%). The authors failed in finding other factors to explain this correlation.  

As the Caerphilly study was a large study (2.438 men observed over 20 years) we 

have to take these results seriously. What should be the consequences of this finding? 

According to the usual procedure shaving machines should be provided by the 

national health services of each country. Education campaigns should be initiated 

promoting the beneficial effects of shaving. It should be thought of – and tested in 

small studies – whether depilatory creams are useful, etc. 

This might sound like a satire. It is not. It is the every day business of medicine. But 

as it concerns normally hypertension, rheumatoid arthritis or diabetes the logical 

shortcomings are not as prominent. To believe that statistics prove something is like 

hunting Easter eggs oneself has hidden.   

Let us go back to homeopathy. When the first major meta-analysis appeared in the 

Lancet (56), admitting a certain effect, the reaction was reserved. A good summery 

was the following statement: “If the basic sciences gave us very strong reason to 

believe that a drug would not be effective, then it is appropriate to be very cautious 

when interpreting apparently positive clinical results” (57). This statement is correct 

as the shaving example demonstrates. We should always be cautious.  



But when about 10 years later the Lancet published a second and negative meta-

analysis for homeopathy (58), a real witch hunt began. The Lancet even declared its 

famous ‘end of homeopathy’ (59). 

Before analysing the two studies it is interesting to have a look at another event: 

Shortly after the Lancet had evoked the end of homeopathy the British Medical 

Journal published a meta-analysis on anti-depressive therapy. This meta-analysis 

showed that anti-depressive drugs did not perform better than a placebo (60). This, 

too, had been a revival of an older meta-analysis. Already 7 years before anti-

depressive therapy had not performed better (61). However, nobody declared the end 

of anti-depressive therapy. 

Bias as such is not bad. It is okay to present the own convictions in a biased form. 

Somehow it is unavoidable. But we should not sell this as science. More often than 

not the fierce critics of homeopathy are no practitioners. Some are physicists, 

biologists, statisticians or journalists with little or no knowledge of the practical 

challenges of general medicine, with little or no knowledge of the tension between 

individual and collective. They just rely on simple statistics without understanding 

their limitations. 

 

Two Meta-analyses 

The two meta-analyses published in the Lancet have extensively been discussed. The 

aim here is not to re-evaluate all what has been said, but to stress a certain 

characteristic. 

The first meta-analysis of Linde et al. (56) was an overview of studies and trials of 

different quality. Observational studies, outcome studies and randomised trials had 

been combined. Of course, this is problematic and, according to the strict criteria of 

EBM only of little evidence. The second meta-analysis of Shang et al. (58) 

concentrated on the larger, randomised and placebo-controlled studies. This is, as seen 

before, statistically more valid, but less significant when it comes to individual 

developments as seen in regulative therapies. One might say that the two meta-

analyses are situated at the different ends of the line individual relevance vs. 

statistical robustness. Interestingly, the Linde analysis had been revised several times 

shifting it along this line towards the other end (62). 

All these arguments and considerations remain in the range of a normal scientific 

discourse. The Shang meta-analysis although very influential, is scientifically 



unacceptable. A similar publication in favour of homeopathy would have never been 

published, or it would have been retracted by the editor afterwards. 

As generally known, Shang et al used 110 studies of which they rejected 102 due to 

low scientific standard. The authors, however, kept in secret which studies they used 

and which they rejected. This is no good style, indeed. After international pressure, 

they published some details on their website (63). It came out that most of the used 

trials had no relation to homeopathy, at all (see part 2 and 3). Ultimately, the Shang 

meta-analysis might be called a meta-analysis of a single or two homeopathic studies.  

Even more important is, however, that both meta-analyses reveal major shortcomings 

concerning the characteristics of a regulative therapy. For example, there must be a 

clear concept of how to handle the problem of individualisation and the 

robustness/rigidity-issue. As this has rarely been done in the past, the assessment of 

efficacy of such studies is more than limited.  

 

 

This article is a revised English version of the German “Kritik der reinen Evidenz. 

Homöopathie in der evidenzbasierten Medizin – Teil 1“ (64). 
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